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The Green Standard
BIOFA‘s Philosophy

The most environmentally friendly paints and oils are those which are beautiful, durable
and produced in a responsible manner. This is the basis of BIOFA‘s philosophy.

Why natural products?

Because healthy living is not a luxury! We spend 80% of our life indoors. A healthy and
active life is not possible without a healthy indoor climate. Substances in the air unknown
to our body cause stress, and we feel exhausted and tired. This is why we only use substances which the human body knows and can process.
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Active environmental protection

Natural products protect the environment. Compared to synthetically manufactured products they have the following advantages:
1. They are made from renewable raw materials
2. The raw materials are obtained in an environmentally friendly manner
3. No toxic substances are required for preservation or to prevent skin formation
4. They decompose naturally and discharge no toxic substances into the groundwater
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Natural materials fully declared

We inform our customers about the composition of our natural oils in the form of a special
full declaration.
The most important raw materials used for our natural oils are given below:
• Linseed oil is hot and cold pressed from linseed
• Castor oil is obtained by pressing the seeds of the castor oil plant (Ricinus communis)
• Wood oil is obtained by pressing the seeds of the tung tree
As regards our raw materials it is important that our suppliers deliver the high quality
specified by the BIOFA Laboratory. To this end we have concluded special contracts with
our suppliers.

Quality of our products
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BIOFA only uses clean, natural and renewable raw materials. From raw material to end
product, all BIOFA products are subjected to strict internal BIOFA tests in our laboratory
and in application technology.
Constant high quality can only be assured by means of regular tests.
Our products are tested regularly by various institutes.
• The ECO Institut in Cologne, Germany, and the TÜV Umweltservice (Environmental
Service of the German Technical Inspection Association) test our products for indoor
air quality. The results during and after the drying process and the effects on the indoor
air quality are decisive.
• The German ILKA and LGA institutes check the quality of our oils according to DIN or

EN standards in terms of scratch resistance and stain resistance.
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Redwood 5161

Teak 5164

Light oak 5178

More than 70 colour
shades

Corn 5169

Lemon yellow 5173

Indoors and outdoors
For all types of hardwood
and softwood

Mahogany 5163

Palisander 5166

Easy to apply
Optimum protection
Colourless 5175

Moisture-vapour
permeable coating

Pine 5168

Breathable surface

Turquoise 5162

Red 5180

Moss green 5172

Wine red 5185

White 5176

Dark oak 5179

Gentian blue 5171

Grey 5176

... and many more colour shades

New collection 2011
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Tested in accordance
with DIN 53160,
EN 71 T3 and EN 927-3
Here presented colours are indicative and can vary, depending on the background. Colours may occure with a slight difference,
due to brightness and contrast installed on the monitors. We will not take any responsibility for the here printed colour shades.

Ebony 5170

Resistant to saliva and
perspiration
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Biofa is more than just paint ...
... it is a piece of living nature
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BIOFA Wood Glazes for indoors and outdoors 		
Thanks to their natural composition of sunflower oil and natural
resin and their breathable film, BIOFA Wood Glazes 51xx VOC
provide optimum protection from UV and weather. The natural
oils penetrate deeply into the wood and protect and impregnate
the wood at the same time (to be applied without primer!).
The natural pigments protect the wood from UV radiation. As we
only use natural raw materials, no toxic substances are released
into the groundwater when the glaze begins to weather. The habitat around your home therefore stays perfectly clean. All colour
shades can be mixed with each other.
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> 2000
colours

Trox 45

Trox 62

Trox 46

Trox 59

More than 70 colour
shades

Trox 57

Indoors and outdoors
For all types of hardwood
and softwood

Trox 54

Trox 49

Trox 48

Trox 43

Trox 42

Easy to apply
Optimum protection
Moisture-vapour
permeable coating

Trox 41

Breathable surface
Resistant to saliva and
perspiration

BIOFA

Trox 44
Here presented colours are indicative and can vary, depending on the background. Colours may occure with a slight difference,
due to brightness and contrast installed on the monitors. We will not take any responsibility for the here printed colour shades.

Tested in accordance with
DIN 53160, EN 71 T3
and EN 927-3

Trox 19

Trox 18

Trox 21

Trox 27

Trox 17

Trox 15

Trox 22

Trox 23

Trox 24

Trox 25

Trox 28

Trox 20

Trox 26

Trox 63

New collection 2011
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Biofa is more than just paint ...
... it is a solid bridge to nature

Indoors and outdoors
BIOFA white and coloured Aqua paint VOC-free
5111/12 are special oil and aqueous paints which are
suitable for all types of wood, windows, doors, furniture
and wooden toys. Thanks to their natural composition of linseed
oil and natural resin the surfaces are breathabel and easy to renovate. For renovations it is sufficient to clean the surfaces and to
apply a renovation coating.
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> 2000
colours

Deep blue

Holiday blue

White blue

Marina

Sailing

Sky blue

More than 2000 colour
shades
All colour systems
Easy to apply

Stone grey

White green

Smooth Green

Springtime

Power spring

Optimum protection
Moisture-vapour
permeable coatin
Breathable surface

Irish moss

Resistant to saliva and
perspiration
Antistatic paint

25 Years of experience with
natural materials

Fresh yellow
Here presented colours are indicative and can vary, depending on the background. Colours may occure with a slight difference,
due to brightness and contrast installed on the monitors. We will not take any responsibility for the here printed colour shades.

Tested in accordance with
DIN 53160 and EN 71 T3

Power red
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Happy apricot

Juice orange

White naturel

Sierra stone

White yellow

Coffee time

Capuccino

Spring flower

White cream

White red

Soft apricot

Deep red

Cream rose

New collection 2011
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Biofa is more than just paint ...
... it is a way of life,
a durable friendship with nature

BIOFA white and coloured paint 1115/16
BIOFA oil paints are suitable for all types of wood
indoors. Especially designed for windows, doors and
furniture! Thanks to their natural composition of safflower
oil and natural resin, BIOFA topcoats provide optimum
protection and allow the wood to breathe due to their moisturevapour permeability. In contrast to conventional paints the surfaces do
not require sanding before being renovated. It is sufficient to clean the
surfaces and to apply a new coating. BIOFA topcoats are available in
RAL colours and other colour systems.
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> 2000
colours

Deep blue

Holiday blue

White blue

Marina

Sailing

Sky blue

More than 2000 colour
shades
All colour systems
Easy to apply

Stone grey

White green

Smooth green

Springtime

Power spring

Optimum protection
Moisture-vapour
permeable coatin
Breathable surface

Irish moss

Resistant to saliva and
perspiration
Antistatic paint

25 Years of experience with
natural materials

Fresh yellow
Here presented colours are indicative and can vary, depending on the background. Colours may occure with a slight difference,
due to brightness and contrast installed on the monitors. We will not take any responsibility for the here printed colour shades.

Tested in accordance with
DIN 53160 and EN 71 T3

Power red
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Happy apricot

Juice orange

White naturel

Sierra stone

White yellow

Coffee time

Capuccino

Spring flower

White cream

White red

Soft apricot

Deep red

Cream rose

New collection 2011
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Biofa is more than just paint ...
... it is natural protection

BIOFA NAHOS 1035 and WOOD BLISS 1 1030
wood protection systems
BIOFA offers a wood protection system which covers virtually all
areas of preventive and remedial wood protection against fungi
and insects.
In contrast to many conventional wood preservatives, NAHOS and
WOOD BLISS have a completely different, non-toxic principle of
action, which also has a solidifying and stabilising effect on the
wood.
Silicification and crystallisation on and within the wood make the
wood‘s nutrients unusable for parasites. The wood is thus solidified and stabilised.
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Application range: 		
		

NAHOS
(1035)

WOOD BLISS 1
(1030)

- Living areas of

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X			
X
X
X
X

sick persons
allergy sufferers
animals
foodstuffs
- Furniture, interior cladding, floors and stairs
- Roof beams		
- Half timbering roof beams		

Preventive wood protection from:
- Insects		
X
X
- Fungi 		
X
X
Remedial wood protection from:
- Anobia and insects of similar size
X
X
- Xylophaga and insects of similar size 		
X
- Discolouring fungi such as blue stain, etc.
X
X
- Cellar rot fungus and dry rot, etc.		
X
Termite protection agents			
X
Fire retardant effect 			
X
Fire protection (as concentrate)			
X
Wood solidifying and protecting effect
X
X
Cleaning, reconditioning, restoration 		
X
Refining and care also of antique wood 		
X
Possible wood discolouring due to product-specific alkalinity		
X
Test certificate for EN 46
(Preventive effect against xylophaga larvae)		
X
Test certificate for EN 113 					
(Fungicidal effect against wood-destroying basidiomycetes)		
X
Test certificate for efficiency against termites		
X
Test certificate for fire-retardant effect		
X
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Undercoat 1210
- solvent-free - white
- quick-drying
- highly filling - easy to sand
- moisture-vapour permeable
- durably elastic
- excellent adhesion

LANDHAUSFARBE AQUA Coloured
- Coloured varnish for outdoors 5104
- solvent-free - glossy - good coverage
- dirt- and water repellent - good adhesion
- durably elastic - complies with DIN 53160
( resistance to saliva and perspiration )
- coloured according to RAL or NCS colour charts

VERNILUX White Paint / indoors
- satin finish 1115, silk gloss 1116
- good coverage - dirt- and water-repellent
- limited scratch resistance - good adhesion
- complies with EN 71 Teil 3 ( safety of toys )
complies with DIN 53160 ( resistance to
saliva and perspiration )

Wood Glazes Coloured 5161-85
- silk gloss - solvent-free - weather-resistant
- highly elastic - water repellent
- moisture-vapour permeable - limited scratch resistance
- complies with EN 71, part 3 ( safety of toys ),
DIN 53 160 ( resistance to saliva and perspration )
and EN 927-3 - tested by ift Rosenheim

VERNILUX Coloured Paint / indoors
- satin finish 1101, silk gloss 1103
- good coverage - dirt- and water-repellent
- low odour - limited scratch resistance - good adhesion
- complies with EN 71 part 3 ( safety of toys )
complies with DIN 53160 ( resistance to
saliva and perspiration )

WOOD BLISS 1 1030
- preventive and remedial wood preservative
- concentrate
- against termites, xylophpaga larvae, cellar rot fungus
and dry rot in roof beams and half timering roof beams
- fire retardant effect indoors
(not overcoatable!)

AQUALUX White Paint / indoors 5111
- solvent-free
- complies with EN 71 part 3 and DIN 53161
- dirt- and water-repellent
- limited scratch resistance
- good adhesion - high coverage
- also suitable for radiators

NAHOS Wood Preservative 1035
- preventive and remedial wood preservative concentrate
- against anobia and wood-discolouring fungi in roof
beams and half timbering roof beams, furniture, floors etc.
- fire retardant effect - for indoor use
- for reconditioning, restoration and care of antique
furniture and wood

AQUALUX Coloured Paint / indoors 5102-03
- solvent-free, silk gloss
- complies with EN 71 part 3 and DIN 53160
- dirt- and water repellent
- limited scratch resistance - good adhesion
- high coverage - also suitabel for radiators
- available in RAL colours

Thinner 0500
- for diluting all oil- and solvent-based products
- dissolves oils and resins
- mild
- pleasant
- aromatic-free

LANDHAUSFARBE AQUA 5112
- topcoat for outdoors, white, solvent-free
- good coverage - dirt- and water repellent
- limited scratch resistance - good adhesion
- durably elastic
- complies with DIN 53160
( resistance to saliva and perspiration )

Brush Cleaner 0600
- solvent-free - skin friendly
- mild - pleasant
- aromatic-free
- biodegradable
- cleans thoroughly
- brush bristles become supple again
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BIOFA Naturprodukte
W. Hahn GmbH
Dobelstraße 22
D - 73087 Bad Boll

Tel: + 49 7164 9405-0
Fax: + 49 7164 9405-96
Email: info@biofa.de
www.biofa.de

